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Direct Optimization of Printed Reflectarrays for Contoured Beam Satellite Antenna Applications
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Abstract—An accurate and efficient direct optimization technique for the design of contoured beam reflectarrays is presented. It is based on the spectral domain method of moments assuming local periodicity and minimax optimization. Contrary to the conventional phase-only optimization techniques, the geometrical parameters of the array elements are directly optimized to fulfill the contoured beam requirements, thus maintaining a direct relation between optimization goals and optimization variables, and hence resulting in more optimal designs. Both co- and cross-polar radiation patterns of the reflectarray can be optimized for multiple frequencies, polarizations, and feed illuminations. Several contoured beam reflectarrays, that radiate a high-gain beam on a European coverage, have been designed and compared to similar designs obtained using the phase-only optimization technique. The comparisons show that the designs obtained using the proposed direct optimization technique are superior in performance, both for multi-frequency and dual-polarization designs. A reflectarray breadboard has been manufactured and measured at the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility to validate the proposed technique. An excellent agreement of the simulated and measured patterns is obtained.

Index Terms—Accurate antenna analysis, contoured beam, optimization, pattern synthesis, reflectarray, satellite antenna.

I. INTRODUCTION

PRINTED reflectarrays provide a way for realizing low-cost, high-gain antennas for space applications and are the subject of increasing research interest [1]–[3]. For satellite broadcasting and telecommunication applications, where highly shaped contoured beams are required to illuminate specific geographical areas, the design requirements are extremely stringent and an accurate yet efficient design procedure is essential to meet the requirements. The shaped reflector antenna is a mature technology, both in terms of manufacturing and simulation tools, and is therefore used in many space missions to fulfill the coverage, cross-polarization, and isolation specifications. However, it suffers from large volume and mass, as well as high cost of the manufacturing, in particular the mold, which depends on the antenna requirements and can therefore not be reused for other missions. Printed reflectarrays consist of a flat surface, they are light, and for a specific coverage only the array elements are varied, thus many of the recurring costs associated with shaped reflector antennas can be eliminated. Printed reflectarrays have been used for shaped beam applications with promising results [4]–[11].

To cover the required geographical areas, the electrical size of contoured beam reflectarrays is very large, similar to shaped reflectors, and an accurate yet efficient design procedure is therefore a challenging task. Contoured beam reflectarray design is often done using a phase-only optimization technique (POT) [5], [6] which involves two steps: first, a phase-only pattern synthesis is performed to determine the phase distribution on the reflectarray surface [5], [12]; and second, the array elements are optimized, element by element, to match the phase distribution by using an analysis routine based on the spectral domain method of moments (SDMoM) [13], [14] assuming local periodicity (LP) [15], [16].

Although the POT is efficient, a direct optimization technique, where all the array elements are simultaneously optimized, can potentially produce more optimal designs. Such a technique was presented in [17]–[19] and is based on the intersection approach from [20]. In [17], a small contoured beam reflectarray was designed, fabricated, and measured. However, significant discrepancies between simulations and measurements were observed, and it was concluded that further work is needed to improve the accuracy of the reflectarray analysis. The work in [18] and [19] is an extension of the technique presented in [17] where also the position of the array elements can be included in the optimization. Since the array elements can be located in a strongly distorted grid, a full-wave method of moments (MoM) is used in the optimization. As a result, the overall synthesis becomes very time consuming.

In this work, we present a new direct optimization technique. It is efficient and has an accuracy comparable to the techniques used for the design of conventional shaped reflector antennas. It is based on a minimax optimization algorithm and the SDMoM assuming LP. To ensure an accurate, flexible, and efficient design procedure, several aspects in the analysis are taken into account. First, an accurate technique to calculate the far-field must be used [21], [22]. Second, higher order hierarchical Legendre basis functions as described in [23] are applied in the SDMoM. It is demonstrated in [24] that these basis functions yield results of the same accuracy as those obtained using singular basis functions, and they are furthermore applicable to...
arbitrarily shaped array elements. Finally, the incident field on each reflectarray element must be accurately represented in the SDMoM computations [25]; thus, measured near-field feed patterns are used in the calculations. The analysis accuracy has been established by comparison with measurements of reference reflectarrays.

To demonstrate the capabilities of the proposed direct optimization technique, several contoured beam reflectarrays that radiate a high-gain beam on a European coverage have been designed. They have been compared to similar designs obtained using the POT, and the comparisons show that the reflectarrays designed with the new direct optimization technique are superior in performance. A reflectarray breadboard has been manufactured at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU) and measured at the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility [26]. An excellent agreement between simulations and measurements is obtained, thus validating the direct optimization technique.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the direct optimization technique. The reflectarray designs are described in Section III. In Section IV, simulations are compared to the measured data, and conclusions are given in Section V.

All the computations reported in this work are carried out on a 2.8-GHz dual-core Intel processor laptop computer.

The time factor \(e^{j\omega t}\) is assumed and suppressed throughout the paper.

### II. Direct Optimization Technique

The direct optimization technique (DOT) uses the same optimization procedure that is used in the TICRA software package POS [27], which is the de facto standard software tool for the design of shaped reflector antennas. It uses a gradient minimax algorithm for nonlinear optimization. Since it is gradient based, a good initial point is required to ensure rapid convergence and to avoid non-optimum local minima.

#### A. Optimization Procedure

The contoured beam requirements are specified in a number of far-field points in the \(u-v\) plane where \(u = \sin \theta \cos \phi\) and \(v = \sin \theta \sin \phi\). The object function \(F(x)\), which consists of a set of residuals \(f_i(x)\), is minimized during the optimization according to

\[
\text{minimize } F(x) = \max \{ f_1(x), f_2(x), \ldots, f_{N_t}(x) \} \tag{1}
\]

where \(x\) is a vector containing the optimization variables, and \(N_t\) is the number of far-field specifications. Each residual has the form

\[
f_i(x) = w_i \left( D_{s,i} - D_i(x) \right), \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, N_t. \tag{2}
\]

Herein, \(D_{s,i}\) and \(D_i(x)\) are the specified and realized directivity, respectively, in dBi for a specified polarization component, and \(w_i\) is a weight factor. The optimization variables are the geometrical parameters of the array element, e.g., side length, position, and orientation of a square patch. By optimizing the variables, the residuals are minimized and a reflectarray that best possible fulfills the coverage specifications is obtained. In this way, a direct relation between the geometrical parameters and the far-field is maintained.

The minimization of the residuals can be done simultaneously for a number of frequencies, for multiple polarizations, and for different feed illuminations, to obtain a desired bandwidth. Both co- and cross-polar radiation can be optimized, hence enabling the possibility of including cross-polar and sidelobe suppression in the optimization. The optimization of the cross-polar radiation from the entire reflectarray is an important feature as previous works on minimizing the cross-polar radiation have mostly focused on looking at the scattering response of the periodic cell [10], [28], [29] or on appropriate arrangement of the array elements [30], [31], but not by means of direct optimization of the cross-polar radiation. The optimization of the cross-polar radiation is possible in the techniques presented in [18], [19], but the results for the cross-polar radiation has not been reported.

In this paper, we restrict us to square patches located in a regular grid such that only the side lengths of the patches are used as optimization variables. Upper and lower bounds for the patches sizes are specified in the optimization. The SDMoM algorithm used in the DOT is based on [32], which is applicable for multilayer dielectric substrate configurations. In this work, only single layer configurations are considered, but the DOT can be readily applied to multilayer configurations.

#### B. Far-Field Calculation

In [21], several techniques to calculate the radiation from printed reflectarrays are compared. Two techniques yielded accurate results; a Floquet harmonics technique [21, technique II], and a continuous spectrum technique [21, technique III]. Both techniques are based on the field equivalence principle [33, p. 106]. Comparison with measurements shows that an enhanced accuracy is obtained using the continuous spectrum technique, mainly in the back hemisphere. Although this technique is more accurate, it is not suited for optimization purposes, since it requires higher computation time and storage. Consequently, the Floquet harmonics technique has been selected for the calculation of the far-field during the optimization. However, for the evaluation of the final optimized reflectarray, the far-field is calculated using the continuous spectrum technique. For completeness, the Floquet harmonics technique is described in detail in the following.

Equivalent currents are calculated in the plane of the array elements and assumed to be zero on the back side and at the edges of the reflectarray. The electric and magnetic equivalent currents of array element \(n\) are defined by

\[
J^n_S = \hat{n} \times H^n; \tag{3a}
\]

\[
M^n_S = -\hat{n} \times E^n \tag{3b}
\]

where \(E^n, H^n\) are the total electric and magnetic fields on the top surface of the \(n\)th unit-cell, and \(\hat{n}\) is the outward normal unit vector to that surface. The electric and magnetic fields \(E^n, H^n\) are computed by the fundamental Floquet plane wave harmonic of the SDMoM formulation [21].
In the SDMoM computations, each array element is assumed to be illuminated by a locally plane wave. To obtain an accurate representation of the incident field, a spherical wave expansion of measured or accurately simulated feed patterns is used to compute the polarization, amplitude, and phase of the incident plane wave on each array element. The total tangential electric field on the unit-cell surface is given by

$$ E^n_t = E'^n_t + E''^n_t = (\mathbf{\overline{S}}_n + \mathbf{T}) E^n_t $$

(4)

where $E'^n_t$ is the tangential components of the scattered plane wave of array element $n$, $E''^n_t$ is the tangential components of the incident plane wave on array element $n$, $\mathbf{T}$ is the identity matrix, and $\mathbf{\overline{S}}_n$ the scattering coefficient matrix which is calculated using the fundamental Floquet harmonic. The magnetic field $H^n$ can be readily obtained using the plane wave relation.

The reflectarray far-field can be computed as a sum of the contributions of each array element

$$ E_{\text{far}} = \sum_{n=1}^{N_e} E^n_{\text{far}} $$

(5)

where $N_e$ is the number of array elements. Since $E^n$, $H^n$ are plane waves, the integral involved in calculating the far-field contribution from array element $n$ can be evaluated analytically for rectangular cells as

$$ E^n_{\text{far}}(\hat{r}) = \frac{j k_0^2 u_y u_x}{4\pi} \left[ \left( \hat{r} \cdot (\mathbf{J}'_n - \mathbf{J}''_n) \right) \eta_0 + \hat{r} \times \mathbf{M}'_n \right] $n_x \right) \frac{2}{2} e^{j k_0 \hat{r} \cdot \mathbf{r}_n}. $$

(6)

Herein, $k_0$ is the free-space wavenumber, $\eta_0$ the free-space impedance, $\hat{r}$ the unit vector towards the observation point, $u_x$, $u_y$ the $x$ and $y$ dimensions of the unit-cell, $\beta^u_x$, $\beta^u_y$ the $x$ and $y$ components of the propagation vector of the fundamental Floquet harmonic for array element $n$, $\mathbf{r}_n$ the position of array element $n$, $\mathbf{J}'_n$ and $\mathbf{M}'_n$ the complex amplitudes of $\mathbf{J}''_n$ and $\mathbf{M}''_n$, respectively, and $\sin(x) = \sin(x)/x$.

This procedure corresponds to constructing equivalent currents on the surface, $S$, which is covered by all the elements/unit-cells. It was shown in [21], [22] that the finite extent of the reflectarray has to be taken into account to ensure an accurate radiation pattern in the forward hemisphere. For practical reasons, the substrate and ground plane in reflectarrays are often extended at the edges, and the physical substrate size is usually larger than $S$. To correct for this, unit-cells with no array elements are placed at the edges such that the extended substrate area $S_{\text{ext}}$ is also covered. The electric and magnetic fields scattered by these empty unit-cells, which are readily obtained from the reflection of the incident field, are then used to form the equivalent currents on $S_{\text{ext}}$. In this way, equivalent currents are constructed on the entire surface $S_{\text{tot}} = S + S_{\text{ext}}$, yielding accurate radiation patterns in the forward hemisphere. More details can be found in [21], [22].

C. Choice of Basis Functions

To ensure an accurate yet efficient calculation of $\mathbf{\overline{S}}_n$, suitable basis functions must be selected to reduce the number of basis functions and Floquet harmonics. For canonically shaped array elements e.g., rectangular patches, entire domain singular basis functions with the correct edge conditions are known to provide fast convergence in the SDMoM with respect to the number of basis functions [34]–[36]. However, due to their singular behavior, the Fourier spectrum is wide, which increases the number of Floquet harmonics. For arbitrarily shaped elements, the common choices are first-order basis functions, e.g., Rao–Wilton–Glisson (RWG) [37] or rooftop [38] basis functions. However, the number of basis functions is high for these cases.

In this work, higher-order hierarchical Legendre basis functions as described in [23] are applied in the SDMoM. It was demonstrated in [24] that these basis functions are capable of giving results of the same accuracy as those obtained using entire domain singular basis functions. Furthermore, higher-order hierarchical Legendre basis functions can be applied to arbitrarily shaped array elements with improved performance compared to first-order basis functions. The flexibility of the higher-order hierarchical Legendre basis functions enables the optimization of reflectarrays consisting of non-canonical element shapes, e.g., those reported in [39]–[41], which is important in the analysis of printed reflectarrays.

D. Scattering Matrix Lookup Table

Although the SDMoM combined with LP and higher order hierarchical Legendre basis functions is computationally efficient with only a fraction of a second in computation time per array element, it is not fast enough for optimization where the analysis must be performed repeatedly. Furthermore, the optimization requires derivatives with respect to the optimization variables, which will further increase the computation time if these derivatives have to be computed numerically by finite difference approximations.

To circumvent the calculation of scattering matrices of all array elements at each iteration, the scattering matrices can be calculated in advance and stored in a lookup table which is accessed during the optimization. This approach has been successfully used in other works [10], [18], [19], [42] and is also used here in the DOT. The scattering matrix is a function of many parameters, e.g., illumination angles ($\theta^i$, $\phi^i$), geometry of the array element, unit-cell dimensions, dielectric substrate properties, and frequency. It is thus important to find an economic way to store and interpolate these data to obtain a lookup table that is small and fast to compute.

The representation of the scattering matrices can be done in various ways, e.g., splines. However, due to the resonance properties of printed elements, the scattering matrix has a strong variation at resonance, hence splines are unsuited. The representation of the scattering matrices by means of local cubic interpolation [43, Chap. 25] on the other hand is efficient and stable. We have found that a sufficient accuracy can be obtained using relatively few scattering matrix sample values. For a center fed 20$\lambda_0 \times 20\lambda_0$, with $\lambda_0$ being the free-space wavelength, reflectarray consisting of square patches and a focal distance to diameter ratio ($F/D$) of one, approximately $N_{el} = 60$ patch sizes and $N_{\theta} = 12$ sample values in $\theta^i$ are adequate. The variation...
of the scattering coefficients in $\phi^i$ can be represented by a finite Fourier series expansion
\[ \overline{S}(\phi^i, \phi^j) = \sum_{s = -N_m}^{N_m} \tilde{e}_s(\phi^i)e^{js\phi^j}. \]
\[ (7) \]

The Fourier coefficients $\tilde{e}_s$ can be computed exactly by [44, App. A4]
\[ \tilde{e}_s = \Delta\phi \overline{S} \sum_{l=1}^{2N_\phi+1} \left| e^{2j\phi^i} \right| (8) \]

where $\Delta\phi = 2\pi/(2N_\phi + 1)$ and $\phi^i = \Delta\phi(i - 1)$. We have found that $N_\phi = 2$ is sufficient, resulting in a total of only $N_\phi = 5$ sample values in $\phi^i$. Thus, for a given frequency, substrate, and unit-cell size, the total number of scattering matrix samples needed in the look-up table to obtain an accurate interpolation is $N_{total} = N_\phi^N_\phi^N_c = 12 \cdot 5 \cdot 60 = 3600$. Each scattering matrix sample contains four 16 byte complex numbers, thus resulting in a lookup table of a total size of only 225 kB per frequency. The computation time to calculate the lookup table for one frequency is approximately two minutes. For reflectarrays with other dimensions or feed positions, $N_\phi$ and $N_\phi$ may differ, but $N_{el}$ remains the same.

For array elements with several adjustable parameters, the total number of scattering matrices samples per frequency increases rapidly as it becomes $N_{total} = N_\phi^N_\phi^N_c^N_e = N_\phi^N_\phi^N_c \cdot \cdots \cdot N_{el}^N_{el}$, where $N_e$ is the number of adjustable parameters. This increases the computation time and the storage requirements of the lookup table significantly. For example, an array element with three adjustable parameters which are optimized for three frequencies gives $N_{total} = 13 \cdot 10^6$, yielding a storage requirement of approximately 2 GB. However, once the lookup table has been calculated, it can be reused in the optimization and needs only to be recalculated if another substrate, frequency, or unit-cell size is used.

Using local cubic interpolation, the derivatives with respect to the geometrical parameters of the array element can be computed by differentiation of the local cubic polynomial. Thus, the gradients needed during the optimization can be determined analytically, which is more accurate and faster than numerical difference approximations.

E. Phase-Only Optimization Technique
In order to avoid the optimization being trapped in a local minimum, a good starting point is required. Depending on the complexity and the requirements of the specified contour, identical array elements can be used as the starting point. This produces an initial pattern that resembles the feed pattern and is a good initial start in certain cases, e.g., multi-frequency designs. Another choice is to use an initial defocused elliptical beam obtained by a proper phase variation over the reflectarray surface. However, this is problematic for multi-frequency designs as the phases depend on the frequency. On the other hand, for single frequency designs an elliptical beam can be a very good starting point.

Alternatively, a reflectarray designed using the DOT can be used as the starting point. The DOT is simple and fast and is the commonly used method for the design of contoured beam reflectarrays [5], [6], [10], [11]. First, a phase-only pattern synthesis is performed to determine the phase distribution required on the reflectarray surface, and hereafter the array elements are determined, element by element, to match the phase distribution. Although the technique is simple and has proven to be useful, it suffers from the disadvantage that intermediate optimization steps are necessary to fulfill a given phase distribution. This intermediate step breaks the direct relation between the geometrical parameters and the far-field performance and can give non-optimal designs. A brief outline of our POT implementation is given in the following.

To obtain the phase distribution on the reflectarray surface, an approach similar to that described in [12] is used. For dual-polarized multi-frequency designs, several phase distributions are obtained, one for each polarization and frequency. The array elements are subsequently optimized, element by element, to comply with these phase distributions by minimizing the error function
\[ e_n = \sum_{l=1}^{L} C_l \left| \psi_{n,r}^l - \psi_{n,c}^l \right|. \]
\[ (9) \]

Herein, $L$ is the number of phase distributions, $\psi_{n,r}^l$ and $\psi_{n,c}^l$ the required and computed phase-shift, respectively, of array element $n$, and $C_l$ weighting coefficients, which can be different for each phase distribution. The selection of $C_l$ is usually done empirically to obtain the best performance of the optimized design.

To find array elements that match all phase distributions simultaneously is in most cases not possible. Consequently, the array elements are determined as a compromise between the different phase distributions, resulting in non-optimal designs.

III. REFLECTARRAY DESIGN
To demonstrate the capabilities of the DOT and its advantages against POT, we consider several offset contoured beam reflectarrays that radiate a high-gain beam on a European coverage with the possibility of having sidelobe suppression within a southern African contour. The coverages are shown in Fig. 1 as red polygons. The reflectarray parameters are summarized in Table I with respect to the coordinate system shown in Fig. 2.

Square patches are used in these designs. Although these array elements may not provide the most optimal designs, they are sufficient for the comparison of the different design techniques.

Two reflectarray designs are considered; a multi-frequency single-polarized reflectarray design, and a single frequency dual-polarized reflectarray design. The design process for the two cases are described in the following sections.

A. Multi-Frequency Single-Polarized Reflectarray
The goal of this design is to maximize the directivity within the European coverage in the frequency range 9–11 GHz for a single feed polarization. A linearly polarized Gaussian beam with a taper of $-15$ dB at $30^\circ$ is used as feed.

Two reflectarrays were designed, one using the DOT, and one using the DOT. A scattering matrix look-up table for frequen-
Fig. 1. European and southern African coverages seen from the longitude 0° geostationary orbital position.

Fig. 2. Reflectarray geometrical parameters in (a) the $xy$-plane and (b) the $xz$-plane.

In Table II, the performance of the two designs are summarized. A comparison clearly shows the advantages of the DOT, where more than 1 dBi in the minimum directivity is gained compared to the phase-only design. Also, the phase-only design is highly dependent on the value of $C_l$, which have to be obtained empirically. This is circumvented in the DOT.

For Design A-I, the computation time was approximately 20 minutes for a fixed set of $C_l$. The optimization time for Design A-II was approximately 30 minutes.

It should be noted that the phase of the scattered field for a periodic array of square patches is known to be very sensitive to frequency variations near the resonance, thus resulting in a narrow bandwidth [16], [41]. Nonetheless, Design A-II has been optimized to have a minimum directivity of 26.5 dBi in a frequency bandwidth of 20%. It is expected that better results can be achieved by using more broadband array elements, e.g., the ones proposed in [39] or multilayer configurations as in [5], [16].

B. Single-Frequency Dual-Polarized Reflectarray

In this example, we consider a high-gain beam on the European coverage with cross-polar suppression within the same coverage, and sidelobe suppression within the southern African contour. The reflectarray is optimized for two orthogonal linear polarizations, H- and V-polarization, and only at 10 GHz. For this design, a corrugated horn, whose measured radiation pattern is available, is used as a feed. Again, two reflectarrays were designed, one using the POT, and one using the DOT.

The reflectarray is assumed to be mounted on a satellite such that H-polarization is defined to be in the feed offset plane ($xz$-plane in Fig. 2(b)), and V-polarization in the orthogonal plane.
TABLE III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Design B-I</th>
<th>Design B-II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>POT:</td>
<td>DOT:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. directivity (dBi)</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>26.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. XPD (dB)</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>26.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. isolation (dB)</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>24.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the POT design (Design B-I), two phase distributions were determined, one for each polarization. In [11], rectangular patches were used and the optimization for the two orthogonal polarizations was accomplished by adjusting the two orthogonal dimensions of the rectangular patches. In our design, square patches are used and only one dimension can be varied. Thus, the optimization for the two polarizations is done simultaneously by minimizing (9) with $l = 1, 2$ corresponding to H- and V-polarization, respectively. The $C_l$ were selected to be identical in this case.

The far-field showed a minimum directivity within the coverage of 26.5 dBi and a minimum cross polarization discrimination (XPD) around 26.5 dB for both polarizations. The co-polar radiation on the southern African coverage, the minimum isolation (Europe/Africa) for H- and V-polarization is 20.3 dB and 24.3 dB, respectively.

For the DOT design, an elliptical beam was used as the starting point for the optimization. The radiation pattern of this optimized design (Design B-II) for H-polarization at 10 GHz is shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that a minimum directivity of 26.7 dBi is obtained. The minimum XPD and isolation levels are at 28.6 dB and 26.8 dB, respectively. For the V-polarization, the design has a very similar performance.

The performance of the designs is compared in Table III. The comparison shows that a better design is achieved using the DOT than with the POT. However, the improvements are not as significant as for the case of the multi-frequency design. This is explained by the fact that the phase distributions required for the two polarizations used in the POT are rather similar. Thus the minimization of the error function does not possess the same complexity as it does for a multi-frequency design.

The overall optimization time for Design B-I was around 15 minutes, whereas the overall optimization time, including the calculation of the lookup table, for Design B-II was approximately 40 minutes.

It is a known fact that the response of a periodic array of square patches is different under oblique incidence [45]. As a result, the response for each orthogonal polarization is slightly different and the dimensions of the square patches are determined as a compromise between the two polarizations. It is expected that an enhanced performance can be achieved using rectangular patches.

IV. VALIDATION BY MEASUREMENTS

To validate the DOT, a reflectarray breadboard has been manufactured at the Technical University of Denmark (DTU) and measured at the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility [26], see Fig. 5. The breadboard is based on an earlier
version of Design B-II, where the performance of the reflectarray is not optimal. Nevertheless, it is sufficient to serve as reference to verify the accuracy of the proposed technique. The dielectric substrate is Rogers RO4350B with a substrate thickness of \( d = 0.762 \) mm. The breadboard was measured at a series of frequencies from 9.6 GHz to 10.5 GHz. For the peak directivity, the measurements have a 1\( \sigma \) uncertainty of 0.05 dB.

To account for the presence of the support structures, the scattering from the struts is included in the simulations using the MoM add-on in GRASP [46].

The simulated and measured radiation patterns at 10 GHz for V- and H-polarization are shown in Fig. 6. The agreement between simulations and measurements is extremely good for both polarizations. It is seen that the high-gain contours curves practically coincide.

The performance of the breadboard for both polarizations is summarized in Table IV. It is seen that an excellent agreement is obtained for the peak directivity and minimum directivity within the European coverage. Also the isolation levels are in good agreement.

### TABLE IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Peak directivity (dBi)</th>
<th>Min. directivity (dBi)</th>
<th>Min. XPD (dB)</th>
<th>Min. isolation (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measurement (H-pol.)</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation (H-pol.)</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>26.6</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement (V-pol.)</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation (V-pol.)</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Regarding the XPD levels, discrepancies up to approximately 2 dB are observed. This is expected since the cross-polar level is approximately 30 dB below the co-polar peak, and factors e.g., scattering from the edges come into play.

In Fig. 7, the simulated and measured minimum directivity for both polarizations are shown for the measured frequencies. The breadboard was only optimized at 10 GHz, hence the decrease in the minimum directivity in the frequency range. The maximum deviation between simulations and measurements is within ±0.1 dB, thus demonstrating the good agreement between simulated and measured patterns in the other measured frequencies.

These excellent agreements between simulated and measured patterns are close to those obtained for conventional shaped reflectors and thereby verify the direct optimization technique presented in this paper.

V. CONCLUSION

An accurate and efficient direct optimization technique for the design of contoured beam reflectarrays is presented. It is based on the spectral domain method of moments (SDMoM) with local periodicity and a minimax optimization algorithm. Contrary to the conventional phase-only optimization techniques, the geometrical parameters of the array elements are directly optimized to fulfill the contoured beam requirements, thus maintaining a direct relation between optimization goals and optimization variables. As a result, more optimal designs can be obtained. To ensure high accuracy, efficiency, and flexibility, higher order hierarchical Legendre basis functions are used together with a fast yet accurate far-field calculation technique. The higher order hierarchical Legendre basis functions can give results of the same accuracy as those obtained using entire domain singular basis functions, and are applicable to any arbitrarily shaped array elements. The far-field calculation technique uses scattering matrices which are calculated in advance, stored in a lookup table, and accessed during the optimization. This circumvents the calculation of the SDMoM at each iteration and greatly reduces the overall optimization time. Both co- and cross-polar radiation can be optimized for multiple frequencies, polarizations, and feed illuminations.

To demonstrate the capabilities of the direct optimization technique, several contoured beam reflectarrays that radiate a high-gain beam on a European coverage have been designed, and compared to similar designs obtained using a phase-only optimization technique. The comparison shows that the direct optimized designs are superior in performance, both for multi-frequency and dual-polarization designs. Particularly for multi-frequency designs where more than 1 dB in the minimum co-polar directivity within the coverage can be gained. To validate the results, a reflectarray breadboard has been manufactured and measured at the DTU-ESA Spherical Near-Field Antenna Test Facility. An excellent agreement is obtained for the simulated and measured patterns, where the maximum deviation in the minimum directivity between simulations and measurements is within ±0.1 dB.
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